CVRP Sample Supporting Documents

Tesla: Complete Vehicle Purchase/Lease Agreement

Have you purchased or leased your vehicle?

For Tesla vehicles and other vehicles ordered without a standard lease/purchase agreement, the date of first registration with the California DMV is considered the date of purchase or lease. **If you applied before the first date of your Tesla vehicle registration, please contact us to cancel this early application. Applicants will need to re-apply if an application is submitted before this date.**

- **Lease Agreement:** There is only one option for submitting a complete lease agreement. Please see an example on page 6.
- **Purchase Agreement:** There are several options of combined documents that are acceptable as a complete, legible purchase agreement. Please see the table below. We do not accept Pro-Forma documents or Estimated Price Sheets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Option 1</th>
<th>Option 2</th>
<th>Option 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Retail Installment Sale Contract (all pages)**  
*Example on page 2* | **Motor Vehicle Purchase Agreement:**  
*Vehicle Configuration*  
**AND**  
**Motor Vehicle Purchase Agreement:**  
*Final Price Sheet*  
*Example on page 3* | **Motor Vehicle Purchase Agreement:**  
*Vehicle Configuration*  
**AND**  
**Motor Vehicle Purchase Agreement:**  
*Final Price Sheet*  
**AND EITHER**  
**Delivery Declaration†**  
**OR**  
**Motor Vehicle Order Agreement:**  
*Terms & Conditions†*  
*Example on page 4* |

V21-0127
If the Vehicle Configuration does not have a date in the “Accepted by Customer On” field, a signed Delivery Declaration or a signed Terms and Conditions are required. Note: The Vehicle Configuration must have a VIN on it.

†These documents need to be signed and dated by the applicant and a Tesla representative.

Purchase Agreement Option 1

Note: This is a sample of a first page only; your agreement will be multiple pages. Please submit all pages.
Purchase Agreement Option 2

Motor Vehicle Purchase Agreement: Vehicle Configuration

VIN Required

If there is no date in this field, a signed Terms and Conditions or a signed Delivery Declaration is required (see Option 3).

AND

Motor Vehicle Purchase Agreement: Final Price Sheet
Purchase Agreement Option 3

Motor Vehicle Purchase Agreement: Vehicle Configuration

Motor Vehicle Purchase Agreement: Final Price Sheet

AND

Vin Required

If there is no date in this field a signed Delivery Declaration or a signed Terms and Conditions is required (see below)

AND EITHER

Delivery Declaration

Motor Vehicle Order Agreement: Terms and Conditions

OR

Signatures and dates required if the Vehicle Configuration does not have an “Accepted By Customer on” date*

*The documents need to be signed and dated by the applicant and a Tesla representative.
Lease Agreement

Note: This is a sample of a first page only; your agreement will be multiple pages. Please submit all pages.